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Abstract

Go to:

Dental resin composite that are tooth-colored materials have been considered as possible substitutes to mercurycontaining silver amalgam filling. Despite the fact that dental resin composites have improved their physicochemical properties, the concern for its intrinsic toxicity remains high. Some components of restorative composite
resins are released in the oral environment initially during polymerization reaction and later due to degradation of
the material. In vitro and in vivo studies have clearly identified that these components of restorative composite
resins are toxic. But there is a large gap between the results published by research laboratories and clinical
reports. The objective of this manuscript was to review the literature on release phenomenon as well as in vitro
and in vivo toxicity of dental resin composite. Interpretation made from the recent data was also outlined.
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INTRODUCTION

Go to:

The use of dental resin composites in dentistry is ubiquitous and during the past decades composite restorations
have proved to be satisfying alternate for amalgam to restore traumatized and decayed teeth.[1] Despite their
growing popularity there are concerns that resin composites may be toxic based on the fact that they may release
components.[2] The initial release of free monomers may occur during the monomer –polymer conversion and
the long-term release of leachable substances is generated by erosion and degradation over time.[3] In addition,
ion release and proliferation of bacteria located at the interface between the restorative material and dental tissues
are also implicated in the tissue response.[4] Molecular mechanisms involve glutathione depletion and reactive
oxygen species (ROS) production as key factors leading to pulp or gingival cell apoptosis.[5]
In the present work, information about the release phenomenon and the toxicity of dental resin composite has
been reviewed and discussed.
Routes of absorption

The possible routes of systemic intake of chemical substances released from resin based composites can be
through (i) oral mucosa directly, (ii) diffusion to pulp via dentinal tubules,[2] (iii) absorption of volatile
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components in lungs[6,7] and (iv) ingestion of released components in the gastrointestinal tract.[8]
Causes of degradation of polymer
Saliva components The

major component of saliva is water. Since resin composite is a polar material, water
molecules can easily penetrate into the polymer network allowing the diffusion of unbound or uncured monomers
and/or additives from the material network.[9] Several studies have shown that water sorption follows Fickian
diffusion kinetics.[10,11] Therefore, one might expect a typical polymeric dental material to become saturated
with its aqueous environment within one to two months after placement.[12]
Polymers may be degraded in aqueous solutions through two primary mechanisms: Passive hydrolysis and
enzymatic reaction.[13] The extent of the enzymatic degradation is probably related to the extent of cure of the
resin, because ester groups may be more available for attack in more loosely crosslinked networks. However, the
composition of the monomers producing the network is of primary importance in determining the extent of
degradation, especially when enzymes are responsible.[12]
Chewing forces

During exposure to oral environment, biodegradation of resin composite materials can also be
induced by fatigue, which is caused by relatively weak repetitive loads such as ordinary chewing force. A
continuous application of mechanical and environmental loads leads to progressive degradation and crack
initiation and growth, resulting in catastrophic failure of the resins. This process is further assisted by pre-existing
voids introduced during the material processing and residual stresses.[14]

Thermal changes Routine eating and drinking may induce changes in intraoral temperature. These temperature
changes produce an antagonistic environment for the materials as they have a different coefficient of thermal
expansion compared to natural tooth. Thermal fluctuations encountered in vivo can induce surface stresses due to
the high thermal gradients near the surface which in turn can lead to degradation of these materials.[15]
Chemical dietary changes

Daily intake of foods and drinks can also affect dental materials by the their direct effect
or their capacity to change the intraoral pH values.[16]

Oral microbes An

interaction between oral microbes and the polymer network also may occur,[12] though little
current information exists regarding this possibility. An in vitro study[17] has shown that bacteria can colonize on
surfaces of composite resin and that the surface roughness of the material increased after incubation with bacteria
suggesting some surface degradation. It is likely that this surface degradation is a result of acids produced by the
bacteria.
In general, these factors are responsible for degradation of polymer collectively. For example, effect of water in
saliva may be compounded with chewing forces or thermal changes.
Consequences of degradation of polymer
Immediate release of polymeric material Unbound

monomers and/or additives are eluted by solvents or polymer
degradation within the first hours after initial polymerization. The origin of this release phenomenon from free
surfaces is due to the degree of the polymerization conversion that is significantly lower than 100% in the bulk
volume, but it is by far lower at the tooth/material interface or on the polymer free surface produced by addition
reaction. In this case, owing to inhibition of the polymerization reaction produced by air oxygen and/or oxygen
absorbed on the free surfaces, the degree of conversion decreases up to 20%. Accordingly, the larger the material
surface the larger the toxicity effect.[18] It has also been shown that the free surface of composite resins exposed
to oxygen during curing produces a nonpolymerized surface layer that also contains formaldehyde, which by
itself is an additional factor of cell toxicity.[19]
Due to the efforts of the industry the percentage of unbound monomers has been decreased during the past 10
years but the problem is still not eradicated. Until now, there is no total conversion during polymerization. It may
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be expected that at the end of initial polymerization, most of the monomers will react with the polymer network
and the quantity of residual monomers is less than a tenth of the remaining methacrylic groups, which therefore
have been evaluated as no more than 1.5-5%. However, this is enough to contribute to major cytotoxic
effects.[20]
With the exception of very few reports there is a general consensus that resin composite restorative materials are
cytotoxic,[19,21,22] especially after mixing. At early intervals, resin-containing materials are more cytotoxic than
at later intervals. However, long-term effects should also be taken into consideration.
Release of polymeric material overtime

The chemical characteristics of leachable substances determine the diffusion through the polymer network.
Leachable components are released due to degradation or erosion over time. Chemical degradation is caused by
hydrolysis or enzymatic catalysis. Unspecific esterases and human saliva derived esterase may readily catalyze
the biodegradation of commercial resinous materials.[22,23] Interactions between resin monomers and
commercial composite resins with human saliva-derived esterases and pseudocholinesterase occur in the oral
cavity and they contribute to the degradation of composite resins. Water or other solvents enter the polymer
leading to the release of biodegradation products namely oligomers and monomers. This form of erosion leads to
weight loss of the polymer. Softening of the 2,2-bis [4-(2’-hydroxy-3’- methacryloxypropoxy)phenyl]-propane
(Bis-GMA) matrix allows the solvents to penetrate more easily and expand the polymer network a process that
facilitates the long-term diffusion of unbound monomers.[24,25]
Release of other substances (filler particles or ions)

Composite resins release ions such as fluoride, strontium, and aluminum. Some other ions are implicated in the
color of the restorative material and these metal elements may interfere with the biocompatibility of the resin
because they are implicated in the Fenton reaction producing reactive oxygen species (ROS) that are cytotoxic.
The concentration of F- and Sr2+ ions is too low to be cytotoxic. In contrast, Cu2+, Al3+, and Fe2+ are present in
toxic concentrations. The cytotoxic cascade was shown to be enhanced by metals such as aluminum and iron
present in various amounts in composite resins and RM-GIC.[5,20,26]
Types of studies done for measuring release of material

In the majority of studies the release of ingredients was analyzed by high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC). Fewer studies used GC/MS (gas chromatography/mass spectrometry) or LC/MS (liquid
chromatography/mass spectrometry). Typically, a flat cylindrical shaped resin based specimen was incubated in a
solvent after polymerization and after a certain period the quantity of predetermined eluates in the solvent was
analyzed. Most frequently the release was determined within one week (short term); only few studies researched
the long term release. The solvents that were used to incubate the sample could be divided in two main groups: (i)
water or aqueous mixtures, such as cell culture media, human or artificial saliva or water based buffer solutions
(ii) organic solvents, usually ethanol or methanol based, including their aqueous mixtures.[8] In the majority of
the studies, an incubation medium belonging to the first group was used. In most cases, the release in organic
solvents was higher than in water or aqueous mixtures. In a recent study,[8] a statistically significant difference
between the released amount of BPA, BisGMA and HEMA in water based and organic media was found. There
were proportionally more measurements below the detection limit in water based solutions than in organic
solvents for BisGMA, HEMA, triethyleneglycoldimethacrylate (TEGDMA) and 1,6-bis (2’methacryloxyethoxycarbonylamino)-2, 4, 4-trimethylhexane (UDMA).
The nature of the matrix monomer(s) can also significantly influence the release of components. It has been
reported that UDMA-based composite resin is less water-soluble than materials containing Bis-GMA.[27]
Microbial effects
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Several micro-organisms are associated with caries lesions, especially mutans streptococci (S. mutans, S sobrinus)
and lactobacilli. Bacteria and their by-products may also cause pulpal irritation.The presence and consequently,
the effects of bacteria located at the interface between the resin and the dental tissues probably constitute
important factors.[28] EGDMA and TEDGMA promote the proliferation of cariogenic micro-organisms such as
Lactobacillus acidophilus and Streptococcus sobrinus. As a confirmation, TEDGMA stimulates the growth of
S.mutans and S.salivarius in a pH-dependent manner.[29] This provides an explanation for the secondary caries
lesions that develop beneath resin-containing restorative materials. In addition, bacterial exotoxins have noxious
effects on pulp cells after diffusion throughout dentin tubules.
For years, some publications refuted any direct cytotoxic effects of the resin monomers upon the dental pulp and
laid the blame on bacterial contamination.[30,31] This is still a matter of controversy and a few reports still
consider that the pulp reaction to adhesive systems is generally minimal.[32,33] They incriminate the colonization
by bacteria of the wide interface between the composite (or adhesive) and cavity walls. Bacteria may produce
acids that can be responsible for the pulp reaction.[30,31] This was considered true in the early 1980s when
important volume shrinkage followed chemo-polymerization and produced gaps wider than 10 µm.[31] This
interval was decreased by the layer by layer photopolymerization technology. Improvements of resin-containing
materials have reduced the shrinkage. New adhesive technologies lead to the formation of a hybrid layer and
diminish the interface to less than 1 µm.[33] However, this is still a large gap for many micro-organisms such as
lactobacilli that are less than 0.1 µm in diameter and therefore, the microbial parameter cannot be ignored. Some
authors have emphasized the importance of hemorrhage control and its interference with bacterial
contamination.[34] However, the major issues today seem to be the short-term and long-term release of unbound
toxic free monomers[20–22] rather than the release of acids and toxins by bacteria.
General and local toxicity of dental resin components
In vitro studies A

widely used method for measuring cytotoxicity of composite resin is the MTT test, although
succinic dehydrogenase (SDI) and alkaline phosphatase responses have also been used.[35] Depending on the cell
lines used and the method of evaluation the results may vary.[36] As an example, human pulp fibroblasts (not
cloned) and human gingival fibroblasts tested with the MTT test and lactate dehydrogenase activity assay (LDH)
gave different results and MTT was more sensitive than LDH.[37] Despite methodological differences altogether
the results underline the cytotoxic effects of the monomers released by resin-containing restorative materials. In
vitro toxic reactions, produced only by component release have been shown.[38] The change in the chemical
structure of the composite and the variation in the ratio of the filler and monomer produces a significant effect on
the element. Release and cytotoxicity level of the material. It has been reported[39] that the flowable materials of
the traditional composites were more toxic than the standard ones.
Previously, Geurtsen et al.[21] investigated cytotoxic effects of 35 single monomers and additives of composite
resins in permanent 3T3 cells and three primary human oral fibroblast cultures. ED50 values varied significantly,
from 0.0465 mM to > 5 mM. The tested inhibitor 2,6-di-t-butyl-4-methyl phenol (BHT), the photostabilizer
2-hydroxy-4-methoxy benzophenone (HMBP), the initiator diphenyliodonium chloride (DPICL) and the
contaminant triphenyl-stibane (TPSb) exhibited severe cytotoxic effects. Within the groups of (co)monomers and
(co)initiators, high or moderate cytotoxic reactions were observed whereas the evaluated decomposition/reaction
products caused only moderate or slight effects. The most important photo-initiator, camphoroquinone, which was
found in significant amounts in aqueous extracts from resin based materials revealed moderate cytotoxic effects.
This was confirmed by Atsumi et al.[40] with permanent human submandibular-duct cells. Analysis of the data
from various reports taken together indicates that for most of the severely cytotoxic resin components less toxic
alternatives are available. In particular, the cytotoxicity of TEGDMA may be of great clinical interest.
TEGDMA is hydrophilic and interferes with oral tissues. The compound can penetrate membranes and reacts
with intracellular molecules. Specifically, glutathione–TEGDMA adducts are formed a mechanism reducing
cellular detoxifying potency.[38] A current study[41] has demonstrated that TEGDMA induces significant
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intracellular glutathione level (GSH) depletion and causes severe cytotoxicity in cultures of human periodontal
ligament fibroblasts (HPLF). Glutathione, even in high concentrations had no protective effect against TEGDMAinduced cytotoxicity. Therefore, the investigated hypothesis that exogenous GSH may prevent or reduce
TEGDMA-associated cytotoxicity in HPLF has to be rejected.
Significant toxic effects of monomers were reported on isolated human gingival fibroblast. The cytotoxicity of the
monomers increased as follows: HEMA<TEGDMA <UDMA<BisGMA.[42] Monomers released from resin
composites were also found to be toxic to HGFs and immortalised human keratinocytes. The cytotoxicity ranking
was BisGMA>UDMA>TEGDMA. However, they cannot induce IL-1β release from these cells by
themselves.[43] Using the human pulp fibroblasts, toxicity was also reported by BisGMA in vitro.[44]
On the other hand in a recent study,[45] the researchers concluded that regardless of the light-activation time the
experimental composite resin presented mild to no toxic effects to the odontoblast-like MDPC-23 cells. However,
intense cytotoxic effects occurred when the resin-based material was not light-cured.
A latest research[46] found that human dental pulp cells expressed mainly carboxylesterase-2 (CES2) and smaller
amounts of CES1A1 and CES3 isoforms. Exposure to BisGMA stimulated CES isoforms expression of pulp cells,
and this event was inhibited by catalase. Exogenous addition of porcine esterase prevented BisGMA- and
DBA-induced cytotoxicity. Interestingly, inhibition of CES by bis(p-nitrophenyl) phosphate (BNPP) and CES2 by
loperamide enhanced the cytotoxicity of BisGMA and DBA. Addition of porcine esterase or N-acetyl-l-cysteine
prevented BisGMA-induced prostaglandin E(2) (PGE(2) and PGF(2α) production. In contrast, addition of BNPP
and loperamide but not mevastatin, enhanced BisGMA-induced PGE(2) and PGF(2α) production in dental pulp
cells. These results suggest that BisGMA may induce the cytotoxicity and prostanoid production of pulp cells,
leading to pulpal inflammation or necrosis via reactive oxygen species production. Expression of CES, especially
CES2, in dental pulp cells can be an adaptive response to protect dental pulp against BisGMA-induced
cytotoxicity and prostanoid release. Resinmonomers are the main toxic components and the ester group is crucial
for monomertoxicity.
An another newer study[47] investigated cytotoxic and genotoxic effects of urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA),
often used as a monomer at 1mM and TEGDMA a typical co-monomer, at 5mM singly and in combination.
Experiments were conducted on Chinese hamster ovary cells. Cell viability, apoptosis and cell cycle were
assessed by flow cytometry, whereas DNA damage was evaluated by plasmid conformation test and comet assay.
Both compounds decreased the viability of the cells, but did not induce strand breaks in an isolated plasmid DNA.
However, both substances either singly or in combination damaged DNA in CHO cells as evaluated by comet
assay. Both compounds induced apoptosis but a combined action of them led to a decrease in the number of
apoptotic cells. The combined action of UDMA and TEGDMA in the disturbance of cell cycle was lesser
compared to the action of each compound individually. Individually, though UDMA and TEGDMA may induce
cytotoxic and genotoxic however, a combination of both does not produce a significant increase in these effects.
Evaluation of the mutagenicity has shown that TEGDMA causes large DNA deletions in mammalian cells
(genotoxicity).[48] TEGDMA, HEMA, and GMA induce an increase of the number of mutants by a factor of 2 to
8[49] and the formation of micronuclei.[50] Using the Comet assay (alkaline single cell microgel electrophoresis
assay), TEGDMA, UDMA, and Bis-GMA induce significant but minor enhancement of DNA migration a
possible sign for limited genotoxic effects.[51] Newer datagive evidence of a possible risk factor for tumor
initiation in human salivary glands.[52] On the contrary, more recent research tested the hypothesis that realistic
concentrations (and/or worst case concentrations/situations) of BisGMA, TEGDMA, HEMA and MMA found in
elution experiments can cause DNA strand breaks in human gingival fibroblasts (HGF). Such DNA damage was
compared with that resulting from ionizing radiation coming from natural sources, dental radiography or tumor
therapy. TEGDMA, HEMA and MMA did not induce DNA strand breaks at concentrations of up to 10 mM.
About 24 hours after incubation with 0.25 mM BisGMA significantly more DNA strand breaks were found in
HGF compared to controls. DNA strand breaks caused by 0.25 mM BisGMA, correspond to DNA strand
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breakage caused by irradiation with 4Gy, only used in the high single-dose irradiation tumor therapy. But 0.25
mM BisGMA is more than 100-fold higher than that concentration found in worst case calculations.[53] A
summary of recent studies have been mentioned in Table 1.[41–44,46,47,52–70]
Table 1
Summary of recent studies on cytotoxic effects of substances released by
dental resin composite
In vivo experimental studies Rodents

are used mainly for the determination of adverse systemic effects to
resin-based restorative materials. Various aspects can be investigated including acute oral toxicity (LD50 = lethal
dose for 50% of the test animals after oral uptake) acute inhalation toxicity, reproductive toxicity, alterations in
systemic organs, and cardiovascular effects. It should be recognized that resin-based materials release
components in relatively small amounts. Therefore, acute oral toxicity is of less value for the assessment of the
biocompatibility of resin-based dental materials.[22]
The clearance, distribution, and elimination of TEGDMA have been extensively studied.[71,72] About 4% of the
14C-TEGDMA injected in the jugular vein of guinea pigs was found in different tissues such as muscle, kidney,

skin, blood, and liver after 24hours, whereas 61.9% was exhaled. Exhalation seems to be the major route of
elimination.[71] Gastric, intradermal, and intravenous administration of 14C-TEGDMA establish that most is
excreted in 1 day, and the peak equivalent TEGDMA level in mouse and guinea pig is 1,000-fold less than known
toxic levels.[72] The same researchers in their further study,[73] have shown that after the administration of the
radioactive monomer either in the gastric tube or after intradermal injection, the uptake was almost completed
within 1 day. Low fecal (<1%) and urine (about 15%) elimination was noted, whereas between 60% and 65% was
exhaled. In addition, 14C-pyruvate seems to be formed as a toxic 14C-TEGDMA-intermediate. Confirming
previous findings, despite the high doses administered in this experimentation, after 24 hours, the doses found in
tissues were 100,000-fold less than known toxic levels.[73]
It has been also shown that both Bis-GMA and TEGDMA have reproductive toxic effects in female mice when
they were administreted at doses of 25 and 100 µg/kg intragastrically for 28 days.[74]
Many factors affect the toxicity of the components leached from the resin. In general, the monomers are more
cytotoxic after 24 hours of aging and become less toxic with aging.[75] The removal of the leachable components
from polymerized composites using organic solvents completely decreased their cytotoxicity.[76] In a recent
study,[77] the silorane based (FiltekTMSilorane) and the methacrylate-based nanoparticle (FiltekTM Supreme
XT) resins presented tissue response similar to that of the control group (empty tube) after implantation in the
subcutaneous connective tissue of isogenic mice.
Interpretation from recent data The

results obtained in a recent in vitro investigation[45] (mild to no toxic effects to
the odontoblast-like MDPC-23 cells after light activation in contrast to intense cytotoxic effects when the
resin-based material was not light-cured) suggested that any factor that limits or undermines the polymerization of
resin materials such as low light intensity, short light-curing time, longer distance between material surface and
light source, may contribute to increase significantly their cytotoxic effects to the pulp cells. Therefore, it is
mandatory that the manufacturers’ instructions of use are strictly followed regarding the adequate photoactivation
of resin materials, which is inversely related to cytotoxicity.
The most notorious compound that may leach from resin based materials is no doubt BPA, which is known to act
as an estrogen receptor agonist and thus may cause so-called ‘endocrine disruption’.[8] Composites may contain
BPA as an impurity from the synthesis process of BisGMA, but there are also indications that BPA may be
released from composites following degradation of BisGMA. A recent meta-analysis[8] on release of BPA from
resin composite computed that one full crown restoration of a molar (with surface area 573 mm2) may release in
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worst case [release per surface-organic solution-maximum measured value (231 nmol/mm2)] 132.36 µmol after
24 hours (however, measured for Scotchbond Multipurpose a dental adhesive that is never used in large
quantities) or on average 57.38 nmol [release per surface-organic solution-geometric mean (0.1 nmol/mm2)].
Typical BPA migration levels from BPA-based food-contact materials are assumed to be less than 10 µg/Kg food
(=43.8 nmol),[78] indicating that the 24 hours release of BPA from dental materials may be relevant in patients
with multiple large restorations and that resin-based dental materials may represent an relevant source of BPA
next to contaminated food, especially in case of large and/or multiple restorations. However, the Tolerable Daily
Intake proposed by EFSA (European Food Safety Agent) was determined to be 0.05 mg BPA/kg bodyweight/day,
which is equal to a limit of 220 nmol/kg bodyweight/day. This indicated that the level of BPA released from
resin-based dental materials may be safe,[78,79] but more research is warranted especially regarding the safety of
composite restorations in children. However, at present no regulatory or professional organization has expressed
concern about health effects of bisphenols in dental materials.[80]
A concentration-dependence was observed in a newer study[70] for HEMA and TEGDMA during long-term
exposure, the effects of HEMA were evident at much lower concentrations compared to TEGDMA. The same
study concluded that persistent exposure to low concentrations of eluted resin substances may have chronic
negative effects on pulp cells. Even if not causing acute cytotoxicity (such as pulp inflammation and/or necrosis)
the continuous release of such substances may significantly compromise dental pulp homeostasis and repair,
therefore jeopardizing the pulps’ vitality and prognosis of the restored teeth.
In a further recent research,[81] a series of homologous dimethacrylates 1,4-bis [(2’-hydroxy-3’methacryloxypropoxy)-phthaloxy] -butane (PhA-14), 1, 5-bis [-(2’- hydroxy-3’- methacryloxypropoxy)phthaloxy]- pentane (PhA-15) and 1,6-bis [-(2’- hydroxy-3’- methacryloxypropoxy) -phthaloxy]- hexane
(PhA-16) was obtained and evaluated as possible dental resins. The values of degree of conversion are within
77% for the Bis-GMA/TEGDMA copolymer and 89% for the acetylated dimethacrylate 1,5-bis [-(2’- acetoxy-3’methacryloxypropoxy) -phthaloxy]-pentane (Acet-PhA-15)/TEGDMA, respectively. Among the TEGDMA based
copolymers all new compositions exhibit higher degree of conversion than the 50 / 50 wt.%Bis-GMA copolymer
whereas their curing shrinkages are fairly comparable. Therefore, it was expected that unreacted monomer units
should not be present and should not constitute a great concern for subsequent leaching and toxicological effects
in the body.
On basis of the ongoing researches, manufacturers are introducing the advanced materials which are focused on
decreasing the toxicity along with maintaining/improving the physical characteristics of the dental composite
resin. The recent finding[77] of similar tissue response among the tested resins [siloranebased (FiltekTMSilorane)
and the methacrylate-based nanoparticle (FiltekTM Supreme XT)] and the control group (empty tube) after
implantation in the subcutaneous connective tissue of isogenic mice is encouraging.
It should also be noted that expiration dates have a significant effect on the cytotoxicity of the composite
materials as the researchers found that expired composites presented lower cell viability than the non-expired
composites over the three-day time period; the difference in survival rates between the expired and non-expired
groups was statistically significant.[82]
The latest concept derived from a current study states that the shade of the composite has an influence on its
cytotoxicity and this cytotoxicity is also influenced by the light curing unit used. The researchers observed that
composites of the darker shade (C2) had a higher cytotoxicity, which varied with the Light Curing Unit employed.
The study further suggested that fast curing with a high-power unit may be beneficial for composites with regard
to minimizing release of toxic substances. Especially the influence of the composite shade on cytotoxicity can be
minimized by polymerization with the SML high-intensity light curing unit.[83]
The dentist should always check whether the curing light and irradiation distance used are adequate to polymerize
the particular brand of resin used or not. Nevertheless, from a clinical point of view, LCUs and resin composites
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should be harmonized to one another for achieving maximal biocompatibility. The type of resin composite, light
curing unit, curing tip distance and evaluation period factor had statistically significant cytotoxic effects on L–929
mouse fibroblast cells.[84]
CONCLUSION

Go to:

Increasing concern arises regarding the safe clinical application of these materials due to their biodegradation
under the oral environment. The number and diversity of processes by which composite resins may be degraded
in the oral cavity are huge and are now recognized as a complex interplay of interactions. Causes for
biodegradation comprise several factors such as saliva characteristics, chewing or thermal and chemical dietary
changes.
Taken together all the searched data regarding toxicity of resin composites, one can conclude that the earlier
literature showed the components released to be toxic, carcinogenic and mutagenic but the recent data reveals the
improvement due to introduction of newer material as a result of subsequent researches. On clinical standpoint
this review strongly suggests to follow the technical considerations and the manufacturer's instructions regarding
the polymerization of resin materials such as light intensity, light-curing time, distance between material surface
and light source, compatibility between light and brand of composite and shelf life of material. Cavity lining
should be done in areas with deep dentin. Also, there should be no direct skin contact to the material.
The clinical consequences of biodegradation are still poorly understood. Assessing what may be the extent of the
biological effects as a result of the long-term release of biodegradation products still requires extensive study. The
gap that exists between the results published by research laboratories and clinical reports should be shortened.
Further well-controlled clinical studies are necessary to improve the knowledge about materials biocompatibility
in intraoral conditions including their potential to cause chronic local adverse effects or/and systemic side effects
over time.
Footnotes
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